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Abstract 
This paper will discuss the design of an input, shaped opea-loop control 

€or ic single flexible robot link. The authors devetop t h e  equations ol motion, 
including thc first flexible mode shape and the actuator dynamics. Additional 
content includes the hardware system identification iterative runs used to up- 
date the model. Optimized input shaped commands for the flexible robot link 
to prodiiw a reat-b-rcst;, rcsidual vibration-fixe, 90 degree maneuvcr arc de- 
veloped. Correlatjon between botb experimental aud analytical results of the 
90" slew, using two different identification models, are reviewed. 
Introduction 

For Space applications, lightweight robotic manipulators are secessary to 
reduce launch ~osts, power consumption7 and storage volume of the robot. 
Space Station usabl .y ,  operations, and satellite maintenmce present a seri- 
011s challenge to  autonomous space-based robotics. To amid large dangerous 
vibra.tions, tohe current Space Shuttle robotic arm must operate very slowly. 
The operator mud wait more than a minute to allow the robotic arm to set- 
tle alter a move. The engineers will achieve a decrease in the operation cost 
by minimizing the idle time during operation of the robotic arm (Singer89). 
Future Space applications will require lightweight robotic arms capable of ac- 
curately positioning larger payloads, performing t asks at high baiidwidths, and 
exerting large external femes. All them applicatiom increase struct urd bend- 
ing of the members. One way to reduce thc vibration is to generate optitnized 
command trajectories that minimize the excitation of structural resonance. 
The oI3,icctive of this paper is to design an input shaped command for a single 
ff exihle robot link to produce a reet-to-rest, reddud vibration-free maneuver. 
The methodology includes development. of the dynamic system equations of 
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motion; system identification; optimized trajectory design; and verification us- 
ing the University of New Mexico's (UNM) single flexible robot link hardware 
test bed. 
Dynamic Equations of Motion 

The dynamic equations of motion were devdoped for a unidirectional ro- 
tating b e m  using quadratic modes (SegalmmSO) and with considetatiou of 
a tip mass. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the flexible robot link defining the 
mathematical geometry dong with it table of the physical parameters. 

Parameter Symbol Value 1 
I '  

MotorInertia 1 zf 
ViscDamplng B\rf 
Cod. Friction 

45.72 cm 
5.715 cm 

0,07414 N-m 

Figure I: Flexible Beam Schematic and Physical Parameters 

. An expression for the deforrnatick of a poiat along the beam is 

u(t, t )  = Uz(Z,  t p ,  t y(., E)& * 

Defiae tbe following relationships for axial tad transverse deflections as 

m and 
Y(%, t )  = $i(s>qi(i) - 

The trmevcrse deflection is composed of &(z), the mode shape basis functions 
and qi(t>; the corresponding time-dependent generalized coordinates. The fol- 
lowing equation givcs the velocity of each p i n t  along the rotating beam's 
kength: 

i= 1 

Nd 
& 

v ( z ,  t )  = - ( [ T  + 3 ] b ,  + u(zJ ) }  . 
The kinetic energy, T, of the beam is 
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when: p = p + k&i,E(rc - L).  The strain energy, U, is 

and the generabaed work term as W = ~ d 6 .  Perfomiag the mathcrnatical 
expansions and substituting the expressions for the work, kinetic, m d  strain 
energies into T,agrafige’s eqilations, wc obtain the following equations for beam 
deflection and rotation, respectively. 

For mode 1, a static hrce basis of d,(z) = 3Lx2 - x3, was selected m d  the 
quadratic inodes €or a beam were defined as gij = -$ fz cjf(~)#$(C)d~. 

The actuator dynamics axe T = bjme + bulb + cgsiga(8). This model 
includes both a viscous friction arid a Coulomb friction term. The inertia is 
the rotational iacrtia seen at the huh, A PD control law i s  used to drive the 
motor; 7 = Kp(O, - 6 )  - Kdb, where lip and Kd are the position and derivative 

Combirhg the equations for the hemi deflection (I), beam rotation (2), 
gains, respectively, and 8, is the commanded input-. :. L .  

actuator dyrramics, and control law results in the following matrix equation; 

MX 4 cx + [PKC -+ K ] x  = Bu , (3) 
where x = (0 a)*: B E {KP O I T :  u = 0, and in (Wilson%) are the remaining 
matrix definitions. 
System Identification 

We fit models using a 90” stap-input command to drive the motor and 
hub assembly aud flexible beam. The h i t i 4  model was a simple second-order 
system. Tuning natural frequency and damping ratio to wn = 4.147 radlsec 
and C = 0.145 achieved an approximate fit to the simple second-order system. 
Eqiia.t,ion (3), which defines a “high fidelity” model of the systcm w s  used 
for the ~ e c ~ n d  model. Most of the modcl c d c i m t s  were found t o  a high 
confidence Icvel, except the Coufomb friction term, To obtain a good estimate 
of the Coulomb friction term, we tuned the high fidelity model, Using the first 
modal freqwmcy from the second-order model- Figure 2 shows step responses 
of both models dong with the experimenta.1 response. 
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Figure 2: R/Iodel Identification Calibration PIots 

Optimized Input Shaped Trajectory 
We formulated a constrained optimization problem €or the single flexible 

link using both the second-order model and the high fidelity model. Solving 
the trajectory optimization problem required the use of a R.ecursive Quadratic 
Programming (RQP) algorithm, VF02AD (Hopper78). The problem used 20 
discretized temporal control inputs as parameters. The second-order model 
used Ihc following performance index: $(t) = 5(8(t,))2, with the lollowing 
constraints; GI(<) = @(ti> - 5 and &(Q = O , ( t f )  - 5. The definition of a 
third state sets the controlled variable to the commanded input rate; u = e,. 

To determine a starting point, the high fidelity model formulation used 
the following perfofmanee index: $(() = + q(t)’ + 9(t)aJd$, with the 
following constraints: t,bl([) = S ( t f )  - and $a(t) = e,(~t) - :, wbich ap- 
proximately converged. This initial mn helped put the parameters into the 
neighborhood of an optimal trajectory. Thc results of the previous run led to 
new paxarneter vaIues, and the perforinance index rexonfigured to the fallow- 
ing: $(e) = 0.5fi’ ddi! -!- 2O@(tl))*, with the lollowing c~astraints: $I{[) = 

The control variable remained the sa.me, eg., v+ = &. 
Experimental / Predicted Results 

The Uh’M flexible testbed consists of a flexible aluminum link, the dimen- 
sions of which arc? 45.72 cm x 7.62 cm x 0,8128 mm; motor/hub/link mounting 
hardware; an electric DC servo motor; an incremental encoder; and a VME 
real-time control computer. The trajectorks used as cornmaad inputs to the 
servo systmn, at 50 Hz sampling, were tbe renh of the optimization proce 
dure. lndudcd in this report arc two diffcrent runs. The first nul used the 
optimized trajectery found with the secoad order model, wfiifb: the sewnd run 
used that f0110d with the high fiddily model. Both l*ulis arc for a Gnal time 
of = 2.0 seconde. Figure 3 shows each run md contains the plots of the 
shaped input; experimental md simulated responses. The improved results of 

O ( . l j )  - ;! h(() q ( t f )  - 0.0, h(() = @(ti) - 0.0, and $4(t) = &(tf) - 5. 
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the high fidelity rim illustrates the effect; of nodincar friction compensation. 
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Figure 3: Optimized Input Arm Responses for Each Run 

C onelusions 
The authors successfully designed several optimized input shaped trajoc- 

toria to minimize vjbraiion during motion. f?litially.y: an optimized trajectory 
with specific end-condjtons was deslgncd using a simple second-order model, 
using the experimental step response. Presence of urnnodeled Coulomb fric- 
tion produced inaccufa,cy belwesn the predic$cd and experimental responses. 
The development ora high fidelity modpl,.includiag dynamics of the flexible 
link, the motor, and-nonlinear friction, allowed the optimkation procedure to . 
Iorm trajectories which were a better match to the hardware. The nptixIlized 
trajectories werc tested experimentdly and showed good correlation with the 
predicted responses, with minimal residual vibration. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or procws disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-. 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


